Keep your new car Schmick

Scratch & Dent Assist

You’re in good hands with Schmick
Scratch & Dent Assist

I’d just like to say thank you for a great job
on the wheel you repaired yesterday.

Repairs Guide Overview

Vittoria (Fairfield)

Drive with the peace of mind knowing that unforeseen scratches,
dents and scuffs caused by everyday travels can now be repaired
at your convenience.

Interior leather
and vinyl repairs
Deep panel scratches

Schmick Scratch & Dent Assist is
Australia’s fastest growing, most
cost effective and convenient solution
for repairing small scrapes, scratches
and dents on cars.
We employ industry qualified
tradesman and use the latest in
Small Accident Repair Technology
(SMART) so you can rest assured
in the knowledge that your vehicle
is in excellent hands.

Keeping your car looking as good
as new, inside and out, is easy
with Schmick’s Scratch and Dent
Assist and the benefits and savings
are significant.
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Mirror casing scuffs
and scrapes
Surface scuffs

Trade qualified technicians
No impact on your insurance

Cosmetic touch ups

Pressure dents

Helps protect no claim bonuses
Low fixed repair fee
Unlimited repairs

Plastic body kit
scuffs and scrapes

No loss of vehicle

Bumper bar scuffs
and scrapes

No quotes to arrange
Maximise resale value

Alloy wheel scuffs
and scrapes
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Dent repairs to 60mm

Easy process for requesting repairs
Limited lifetime warranty

Thanks for another great job, the repair
was excellent.

I am very happy with the repair, the colour
match was perfect… thank you.
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Tom Elliot
(Radio Presenter/Finance Commentator)

Rochelle (Brighton)
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Please refer to the product Terms and Conditions for repair size limits and exclusions

Deep panel scratches up to 60mm
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Leather and vinyl tears and rips up to 80mm
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Alloy wheel scrape – no size limit
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Surface scratches – covering 4 panels
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Mirror casing scrapes – no size limits
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Bumper bar and body kit repairs up to 500mm
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I can not recommend Schmick’s
services highly enough.
Sid (Wattle Glen)

Convenience and comfort
every time

SMART Repairs
are Greener

At Schmick we understand your time
is precious which is why our fully
equipped mobile repair technician
will come to you. All repairs can be
done in the comfort of your own home
or at your work. This means no loss
of your motor vehicle and no costly
down time.

Traditional techniques used by body
shops for painting and blending
large areas to disguise small repairs
use much larger volumes of paint
and materials.

Huge Savings
There are many ways our members
are saving money:

Direct Repair Costs
Many repairs included in our program
can cost up to $1,000. Our members
just pay the small fixed repair fee.

They also use more energy reliant
systems than the newer SMART
technology. We use precise colour
matching and spray equipment to
achieve a professional repair without
the need to paint the whole and
adjoining panels. In most cases, the
removal of dents requires no painting
what so ever leaving your car with
its original paint work.

Insurance
Putting small repairs and blemishes
through your insurance can affect your
no claim bonus program, increasing
the cost of your car insurance premiums.

Resale Value
Unattended small repairs and
blemishes can devalue your car
by thousands of dollars.

Professional work was
undertaken and general
demeanour of your
technician was exemplary.
Tony (Eltham)

Join Schmick, quick.
Schmick is the fast, convenient and
cost effective way to help keep your
car looking Schmick all year round.

Your authorised Schmick representative is:

National Head Office
Unit 2/25 Beverage Drive
Tullamarine VIC 3043
Please refer to the Terms and Conditions for repair size limits and exclusions

